
 

 
Creating a Practice Plan: 
 
All of the Golf University videos have been created for you to watch and then go and practice. 
 
Once you have registered and had a look around at all of the videos I would recommend you follow 
the next few steps: 

1. Set 1-3 long term goals that you would like to achieve with your Driving Game  
 
It could be feeling more confident with your technique, or working on different ball flights or 
shot shapes and then practicing those.  
 
Whatever your goals are write them down, put them somewhere visible (so they are regularly 
at the front of your mind) and then:  
 

2. Work out a time frame / date that you would like to be more proficient with the 1-3 
goals you set  
 
It could be a week, a month, 3 months or even a year. Again this is entirely up to you and 
your goals / expectations and your commitment to your personal practice.  
 
 

3. Work out how much time you can allocate to your practice each week  
 
Whether you have lots of time or no time at all the key is to make sure that your practice is 
purposeful - which means it is focused 100% on Quality, rather than Quantity and that it is 
specific to your goals. 

For example, if you only have 30 minutes a week then aim to focus all of that time on practicing 
whatever it takes to achieve your goal. 
 
Ideally you would also break the time you have available into the following (if time permits): 

a. A Technical Element - this is where you focus on applying the correct technique (and 
preferably to no targets - so that the focus is on the technique not the result.  
 
 

b. A Predictable Outcome Element - this is where you focus on being able to achieve a similar 
result from your technique over and over (e.g. hitting ten balls with the same technique and 
getting a similar outcome)  
 
It is important that you are working on getting the predictable outcome each time - this will 
build greater confidence.  
 
Note: You are still not aiming at any fairways / flags, or hole etc during this phase of practice.  
 
 

c. A Distance Control Element - this is where you are aiming to fly the ball a certain distance 
or with a certain trajectory each time, using the basic technique you have been working on.  

 
 
 



 

d. A Proximity to the Fairway Element - this is where you now put all of your practice into 
aiming at a target on the fairway and seeing how many you can get to hit the target or near to 
it.  
 
and finally...  
 
 

e. A Practicing from Variable Tee Heights / Holes / Shot Shaping Element - Learning is 
enhanced when you apply variation to your practice and it also makes practice more relevant 
to how golf is played on the golf course. 

On the golf course you will never be faced with the same shot twice in a row so once you are 
proficient with your basic technique, your predictable outcome, your distance control your proximity to 
the fairway try playing from some shots with different fairway layouts, using different shapes of your 
drives (eg draw, fade etc) 
  

Note: If you are not proficient with certain types of shot then watch the relevant shot video first and 
then repeat the steps above - e.g. your technique used would now be relevant to the specific shot. 
 
Tip: 
If you don’t have a lot of time then you may need to break this process up over multiple practice 
sessions and if you are also wanting to practice other elements of your game then you will need to 
factor that into your practice plan as well. 
 
To further enhance your practice, learning and improvement we would encourage you to: 
  

1. Like" Golf University on Facebook at www.Facebook.com/golfuniversity where we will 
share tips videos, content and offers and to  
 
 

2. Join the Golf University Golf Mastery Facebook Group 
at https://www.facebook.com/groups/GolfUniversityShortGameMastery 

 
This is a private group for all Golf University Video and Workshop Members and Participants and 
provides a learning environment to discuss and enhance members’ golf game practice, learning and 
improvement via tips from the pros, videos and general discussion / sharing between our golf coaches 
and members. 
 
Finally... 
 
If you have any questions or would like to contact us for any reason send an email 
to info@golfuniversity.tv and we will respond asap. 
 
Again thank you for joining the Golf University Driving Mastery Program and I look forward to meeting 
you in person at one of our workshops / tournaments very soon. 
 
See www.golfuniversity.tv/workshops for details.  
  
Sincerely 

 
Andrew "Mirror" McCombe 
CEO 
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